




The Zoomscope consists of an eye lens, an eyepiece and a mobile lens
that allows to vary the degree of magnifying power. The magnifying
power can be varied by turning the wheel situated on the side of the
instrument.
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Brief historical outline

lens
mobile lens eyepiece

Lenseswere already known to the Greeks and Romans who used them
to light fires (burning lenses). It was in 1300 that lenses were first pro-
duced in Italy to manufacture eyeglasses,a production that developed
mainly in Holland.
It was precisely in Holland that in 1600 it was discovered that, by ade-
quately combining together different lenses,it was possible to magnify
either very distant or very small objects. This lead to the creation of the
microscope and the telescope, two instruments that have enabled hu-
mankind to in better know the world we live.
The microscope, first manufactured with a single lens (simple microsco-
pe) and later with two (compound microscope), hasenabled us to study
the hidden world which is not visible to the naked eye and, in particular,
made finally visible formerly unknown forms of life.
Among the first to use the microscope were the Italian scientist Galileo
Galilei (1564-1642) who actually gave the instrument its name (from
the Greek mikros = little and skopein = to see), the Dutch Antony van
Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723) and the English Robert Hooke (1635-1703).
The latter discovered the existence of cells by observing a piece of cork
oak bark.
Although Zoomscope may seem to be just a toy, it should be remembe-
red that many important discoveries were made with instruments with
similar power and characteristics.
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Usually one starts with the lowest magnification to increase it gradually,
until an opti mal view of the object is achieved.
Like ali microscopes, Zoomscope produces an upside-down image of
the observed object.

Specimen lighting
The Zoomscope allows two kinds of observation.
If the materia I is transparent, it can be observed in transmitted light, Le.
with the light that passes through the materia!. This kind of viewing is
achieved by aiming the instrument towards a light source such as the
sky or a lamp (1).
Vice versa, if the materia I is opaque, one should use incident light.ln this
case the built-in lighting system of the instrument will be switched on,
thus lighting whatever has been placed within the field of vision (2).



When the instrument lighting system is not in use,it can be stored in its
proper housing. The battery should be inserted as shown in the figure.
To switch the bright spotlight bulb on and off, turn the small handle on
the side opposite to the light."/
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The micrometer
One of the two supplied slides presents two small scalesto measure the
size of the observed object. One has a notch every half millimeter and
the other has one every 32nd of an inch.
To measure the observed object,just piace it next to the scale,which is
used as if it were a ruler.

Viewing
The Zoomscope allows the observation of any object, live or inanimate,
placed within the field of vision and brought into focus.
Hereunder we are listing a number of things that can be interesting to
observe:

CAUTIONI

This functions with a battery lRl (size N),1,5 V.
Onlya battery of the same type or equivalent to that recommended should be used. The rundown
battery must be removed and thrown in the special differentiated waste container.

Focusing
Focusing is achieved by slowly rotating the transparent p,art (or,alterna-
tively, by rotating the instrument).
If the object you are viewing is flat, it can be brought into focus with
just one operation. If the object is thick, only one section at a time can
be focused.Therefore, to see other sections of the object that are not on
the same level, the focus must be adjusted continuously. slide specimen

Caution!
Never aim the zoomscope
(or any other optical instrument)
towards the sun, for it can cause
eye damage.
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Crystals
Dissolve a small amount of kitchen salt in little boiling water and stir
for a long time. In this way you obtain a saturated salt solution. Apply
one or two drops of this solution to the slide and allow ali the water to
evaporate. What is left after ali the water has evaporated are the typical
cubic crystals of sodium chloride, Le.of common salt.You can follow the
same procedure with sugar or any other crystalline substance.

riple Bug Viewer
The instrument allows you to observe objects and small animais.
The object can be observed from above, from the sides, through the
transparent surfaces or from the botto m, through the mirror.
By using the additionallenses, it is possible to increase the enlargement.
If you piace small animais onto the viewer, treat them with care, ensu-
ring that you do not harm thell). Freethem immediately after the obser-
vation.The tweezers supplied are useful for handling small objects.

Hair
Observe the difference between straight, curly or frizzy hair.

Stamps, notes, documents
The Zoom scope can be used to study and verify the authenticity of eve-
ry kind of printed matter and documents.
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Lenses were already used by the ancient Greeks and Romans to light
fires (Iighting lenses).They began to be produced for glasses around
1300, in Italy. Later,the glasses industry was developed in Holland and
then in other European countries.
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Fingerprints
Police ali over the world use the microscope to study and compare fin-
gerprints.
Fabrics
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